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Subject:        
Jacqueline Gonzalez-Parsons, Band Director, Olympic Heights Community High School 

 

Witnesses: 

Bertha Beltran, Human Resource Analyst 

Concetta DelSorbo, Administrative Assistant, Olympic Heights Community High School 

        

          Type of Report: 
          FINAL  

 

AUTHORITY 

 

School Board Policy 1.092 provides for the Inspector General to receive and consider complaints, 

and conduct, supervise, or coordinate such inquiries, investigations, or reviews, as the Inspector 

General deems appropriate.   
 
This investigation was conducted by Senior Investigator Veronica Vallecillo in compliance with 

the Quality Standards for Investigations, Principles and Standards for Offices of Inspector 

General, promulgated by the Association of Inspectors General. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

On August 18, 2017, the Office of Inspector General (OIG) received a complaint from the Olympic 

Heights Community High School Principal regarding the band program. The complainant alleged 

that during Fiscal Year 2016/17 a consultant hired by Band Director Jacqueline Gonzalez-Parsons 

was compensated more than what the consultant agreement stated.  

 

BACKGROUND 

 

Olympic Heights Community High School is a public high school located in Boca Raton, Florida 

serving grades 9 - 12. 
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ALLEGATION AND FINDING1 
 
1. Band Director Jacqueline Gonzalez-Parsons compensated a band program consultant more 

than the maximum amount stated on the consultant agreement. Substantiated. 

GOVERNING DIRECTIVES 
 

 School Board Policy 6.14 Purchasing Department.  

 District Purchasing Manual – Chapters 12 & 13. 

 District Internal Accounts Manual – Chapter 8. 

ALLEGATION 1:  EVIDENCE & TESTIMONY 

 

Allegation: Band Director Jacqueline Gonzalez-Parsons compensated a band program 

consultant more than the maximum amount stated on the consultant agreement.  

 

Complaint Information 
 
The complainant stated that the Band Director hired consultant Jessica Horn. The executed 

agreement provided for a maximum payment of $5,000 to the consultant.  

 

Testimony of Jacqueline Gonzalez-Parsons, Band Director, via Legal Representative Mark 

Wilensky – Dubiner & Wilensky, LLC (Attachment 1 & 2) 

 

Gonzalez-Parsons stated she does not prepare the consultant agreements, but does fill in the blanks 

on the form according to the training she was provided by School Treasurer Bertha Beltran. 

Gonzalez-Parsons explained she prepares the band program budget, but does not specifically 

budget for individual consultants.  

 

Gonzalez-Parsons stated consultant Jessica Horn is a year round consultant and her compensation 

is the largest single component of the amount budgeted for consultants. Gonzalez-Parsons noted 

Ms. Horn’s work is dependent on the specific routines and performances prepared.  

 

Gonzalez-Parsons explained School Treasurer Bertha Beltran instructed her that for bookkeeping 

purposes it was the policy of the school to set consultant agreements in $5,000 increments, with 

subsequent $5,000 agreements to follow if needed. Gonzalez-Parsons said that although she has a 

backup system, it is not a day-to-day running total. The actual bookkeeping is done by the School 

Treasurer; whose role is to monitor the payments under the agreements. Gonzalez-Parsons stated 

School Treasurer Bertha Beltran would advise her when payments were approaching the total 

amount set forth in a specific agreement and it was her understanding that no payments exceeding 

the contract amount would be made until the supplemental agreement was approved. Gonzalez-

Parsons stated a new (supplemental) agreement was executed. Gonzalez-Parsons stated the School 

Treasurer should have a copy of said agreement. Gonzalez-Parsons said that she would advise the 

OIG if she had a copy of the agreement in her records.  As of May 11, 2018, the OIG has not 

received the documentation.  

                                                 
1 The OIG findings were determined using the standards that appear on the signature page at the end of this report. 
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Testimony of Concetta DelSorbo, Administrative Assistant  

 

DelSorbo said prior to her current position, she was the school treasurer for Olympic Heights. 

DelSorbo stated one of her responsibilities as the school treasurer was to obtain approvals for 

consultant agreements submitted by teachers/sponsors. DelSorbo noted once approvals were 

obtained for consultant agreements, she maintained a copy of the agreement for her records.  

 

DelSorbo noted that around the end of the school year (FY 16/17) she totaled payments for 

consultant Jessica Horn because it appeared many payments had been made to this consultant. 

DelSorbo stated she discovered Horn had been paid around $12,000. DelSorbo said she brought it 

to the Principal’s attention and notified the Internal Accounts Department. DelSorbo did not 

receive a new or supplement agreement from the Band Director (Gonzalez-Parsons) or the 

Principal after she notified the Principal.  

 

DelSorbo noted Gonzalez-Parsons did ask periodically for the balance of the band account, but did 

not ask for totals showing payments to a specific consultant. DelSorbo explained the tracking of 

consultant payments is the responsibility of the sponsor/teacher and she does not know if 

Gonzalez-Parsons kept track of consultant payments for the band program. 

 

Testimony of Bertha Beltran, Human Resource Analyst  
 
Beltran stated she was previously the school treasurer at Olympic Heights High School. Beltran 

said her last day at the school was sometime in June/July of 2016.  

 

With regard to consultant agreements, Beltran stated that teachers/sponsors would bring her the 

completed agreements for her to obtain the necessary approvals. Beltran said she kept track of 

consultant payments to ensure there would be no issues with the annual school audits. Beltran 

explained she knew it was not her responsibility to oversee consultant payments and made it clear 

to all teachers/consultants that it was their responsibility to ensure consultant payments would not 

exceed the maximum amount on the agreement. Beltran noted she would remind each 

teacher/sponsor every school year of their responsibilities.  

 

Beltran stated she notified her replacement (Concetta DelSorbo) of what her process was regarding 

consultant agreements but also let her know it was the responsibility of each teacher/sponsor to 

keep track of consultant payments. 

 

Documentation Reviewed 
 
The OIG reviewed the consultant agreement for consultant Jessica Horn (Exhibit 1). The 

Agreement reflected the following: 
 

Term July 1, 2016 – June 30, 2017 

Provided Services Color Guard Instructor/Director 

Approximate # of Students to be Served 70 

Compensation Maximum $5,000 

Maximum Hours 200 

Hourly Rate $25.00 
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The OIG reviewed the band program’s internal fund account. The review revealed that Ms. Horn 

was compensated for 502 hours totaling $12,556 during Fiscal Year 2016/17 (Exhibit 2). The 

maximum compensation stated amount on the agreement was exceeded by $7,556. While each 

check requisition for payment to Ms. Horn included supporting documentation, the OIG did not 

verify if Ms. Horn worked the hours listed on each invoice.  

 

Chapter 8 of the District’s Internal Account Manual states one of the teacher/sponsor’s role in the 

disbursement process is to “confirm the accuracy of payments by reviewing account transactions 

periodically.” 

 

Chapter 13 of the District’s Purchasing Manual states that if a contract needs to be amended for 

additional funds, time, and/or services an amendment must be completed, District Form -  

Amendment to Consultant/Service Provider Memorandum of Agreement (PBSD Form 1843).  

 

Gonzalez-Parsons’ testimony included that a new (supplement) agreement was executed. The OIG 

requested a copy of the agreement. As of May 11, 2018 the OIG has not received the 

documentation. Additionally, the OIG found no record that an amendment or new agreement was 

executed. 

 

Based on testimony obtained and documentation reviewed, the OIG determined that the allegation 

that Band Director Jacqueline Gonzalez-Parsons compensated a band program consultant more 

than the maximum amount stated on the consultant agreement was Substantiated. 

 

It is recommended that Ms. Gonzalez-Parsons maintain accurate records of consultant payments 

and ensure consultant agreement amendments are completed as necessary.  

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

 

Non Compliance with District Purchasing Guidelines 

 

Testimony of Jacqueline Gonzalez-Parsons, Band Director, via Mark Wilensky – Dubiner 

& Wilensky, LLC (Attachment 1) 

 

Gonzalez-Parsons stated Ms. Horn is reimbursed for program related purchases because there are 

times when using the school p-card is impractical or impossible. 

 

Gonzalez-Parsons stated the School Treasurer is made aware of band program related purchases 

ahead of time and she assumes that the Principal would have knowledge of it. Gonzalez-Parsons 

stated that whenever possible a District approved vendor is used when making program related 

purchases.  

 

Testimony of Concetta DelSorbo, Administrative Assistant 

 

DelSorbo denied that Gonzalez-Parsons let her know ahead of time when purchases related to the 

Band Program were made. She was made aware when she received the check requisitions. 
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Documentation Reviewed 

 

The OIG determined that during Fiscal Year 2016/17, Ms. Horn was reimbursed $6,695.33 for the 

purchases of uniforms, flags, and supplies as follows (Exhibit 3):  

 

Description of Purchase Amount 

Guard uniforms and flags $2,631.95 

Printed flags $1,187.70 

Gloves and uniforms for Winter Guard $1,452.58 

Supplies $904.75 

Guard jackets $518.35 

Total $6,695.33 

 

Chapter 8 of the District’s Internal Accounts Manual states “teacher/sponsors may not make 

unauthorized purchases without first routing them to the principal for approval to confirm their 

compliance with district purchasing guidelines and policies.” 

 

Chapter 12 of the District’s Purchasing Manual states “All internal accounts purchases require 

approval by the principal prior to the purchase being made. Principals have flexibility in managing 

their approval process as they deem best for their school. Small dollar purchases defined as orders 

under $1,000 may be approved verbally if the principal chooses this option. All other purchases 

require written purchase orders, signed consultant contracts, an approved field trip request form, 

signed TDE or an approved fund raising application to initiate the order.” 

 

Ms. Horn received three reimbursements where the amount exceeded $1,000. The supporting 

documentation of the expenditures did not contain the required Purchase Orders. 

 

It is recommended that Ms. Gonzalez-Parsons and the School Treasurer review the District’s 

Purchasing Manual and Internal Accounts Manual to ensure procedures related to expenditures are 

followed.  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

The OIG recommends that: 

 

 Ms. Gonzalez-Parsons maintain accurate records of consultant payments, ensure consultant 

payments are within the agreed amounts, consultant agreement amendments are completed 

as necessary, and review the District’s Purchasing Manual and Internal Accounts Manual 

to ensure procedures related to program expenditures are followed.      

 

 The Office of Professional Standards review the report and take whatever action is deemed 

appropriate.  
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AFFECTED PARTY NOTICE 

 

In accordance with School Board Policy 1.092 (8)(b)(iv), on April 11, 2018, Jacqueline Gonzalez-

Parsons was notified of the investigative findings and provided with an opportunity to submit a 

written response to these findings.   
 

OIG COMMENTS TO SUBJECT’S RESPONSE VIA MARK WILENSKY – DUBINER 

& WILENSKY, LLC 

 

On March 8, 2018, the OIG received a response submitted by Attorney Mark Wilensky on behalf 

of Ms. Gonzalez-Parsons. The response, in its entirety, is attached (Exhibit 4).  

 

The OIG reviewed the response provided by Mr. Wilensky on behalf of Ms. Gonzalez-Parsons. 

Below are the OIG’s comments. 

 

Response: “In point of fact, Ms. Gonzalez-Parsons did not pay anyone. The conclusion that she 

did is not accurate or consistent with the truth.”  

 

OIG Comment: While the allegation includes the word “compensated”, the investigative report 

does not reference or imply that Ms. Gonzalez-Parsons made the actual payments. As noted in the 

report, a Check Requisition Form was submitted for each payment Ms. Horn received.   

 

Response: “If, in fact, the payment requested exceeded the consultant agreement, the Principal 

was responsible not to make the payment. The fact that he did reflects that the Principal, too, did 

not maintain the kind of records necessary to ensure that such a payment was made.” 

 

OIG Comment: The School Principal is responsible for disbursements involving the school’s 

internal funds. However, there are District procedures in place that hold teachers/sponsors 

accountable for their role. Ms. Gonzalez-Parsons, as Band Director, enlisted Ms. Horn as 

consultant for the band program. As the contract administrator, Ms. Gonzalez-Parsons, was 

responsible for ensuring agreement compliance, receiving and approving the invoices, completing 

check requisitions, and maintaining payment records in accordance with the consultant agreement. 

As noted in the report, Chapter 8 of the District’s Internal Account Manual states one of the 

teacher/sponsor’s role in the disbursement process is to “confirm the accuracy of payments by 

reviewing account transactions periodically.” 

 

Response: “It was the policy of the school to execute consultant agreements in $5,000 increments, 

with subsequent $5,000 agreements to follow, consistent with budgeting.” 

 

OIG Comment: The School Board has no such policy in place, nor are there written District 

procedures that state such.  

 

Response: “The bookkeeper would advise when requested payments authorized and approved by 

the Principal approached the total amount set forth in a specific agreement. At that time, an 

additional agreement was prepared and submitted for approval. No payments were to be made in 

excess of the agreement, and Ms. Gonzalez-Parsons always understood that none above an 
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agreement total would be made until the supplemental agreement was approved. Although the 

Draft Report attempted to ignore that policy…” 

 

OIG Comment: The School Board has no such policy in place, nor are there written District 

procedures that state such. As stated in Human Resource Analyst Ms. Bertha Beltran’s testimony, 

she kept track of consultant payments to ensure there would be no issues with the annual school 

audits and knew it was not her responsibility to oversee consultant payments. Ms. Beltran made it 

clear to all teachers/consultants that it was their responsibility to ensure consultant payments would 

not exceed the maximum amount on the agreement. This process does not excuse Ms. Gonzalez-

Parsons from not following District procedures.  

 

Response: “The Draft Report failed to address the fact that the Principal and the present 

bookkeeper have maintained that system, and in fact refined it even further, so that the amounts 

remaining in a consultant agreement are posted by the bookkeeper on each transaction.” 

 

OIG Comment: As stated above, the School Board has no such policy in place, nor are there written 

District procedures that state such. A school treasurer can have additional steps in place in addition 

to what is required, but School Board Policies and District procedures are what District employees 

are to adhere to.  

 

Response: “While the Draft Report suggests that Ms. Beltran provided the monitoring of the 

agreements as some sort of service and not because she had to do so, that point is hardly 

germane.” 

 

OIG Comment: The report does not suggest that. In Ms. Beltran’s testimony, she stated that she 

kept track of consultant payments to ensure there would be no issues with the annual school audits. 

There is no such School Board Policy or District procedure that requires a school treasurer to 

monitor agreements, it is the responsibility of the teacher/sponsor.  

 

Response: “The implication that there existed some issue because “the OIG cannot verify if Ms. 

Horn worked the hours listed on each invoice” is spurious and shows the misleading nature of the 

Draft Report.” 

 

OIG Comment: The report makes no such implication; it is a statement of fact and noted as to 

ensure the reader does not assume the OIG reviewed that information.  

 

Response: “While the Draft Report states that Chapter 8 of the District’s Internal Account Manual 

states that the teacher/sponsor is to confirm payments by reviewing account transactions 

periodically, there is not and could not be any evidence that Ms. Gonzalez-Parsons did not do so.” 

OIG Comment: The OIG relied on the fact that Ms. Gonzalez-Parsons was not aware that Ms. 

Horn’s payments had exceeded the agreement. As stated in Attachment 1, Ms. Gonzalez-Parsons 

was made aware of the issue “through this inquiry.” Ms. Gonzalez- Parsons also stated she realized 

“After the fact” that Ms. Horn’s amount was going to exceed the contract.  

 

Response: “As she explained in her responses which were not included in the Draft Report,…” 
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OIG Comment: Ms. Gonzalez-Parsons responses submitted by Attorney Mark Wilensky dated 

February 2, 2018 and March 21, 2018 were attached, in their entirety, to the draft report as 

Attachment 1 and Attachment 2. Both attachments will remain the same in the final report.  

 

Response: “Of interest, though ignored by the Draft Report, is the fact that while Ms. Beltran was 

bookkeeper, and, since Concetta Del Sorbo was replaced because of the problems she had during 

her brief and unsuccessful tenure as bookkeeper, there has been no issue regarding supplemental 

agreements or any other bookkeeping matter.” 

 

OIG Comment: As stated above, what Ms. Beltran did was not a requirement, policy or procedure. 

The comments about other school treasurers are not relevant to the investigation and its findings.  

 

Response: “Of even greater concern is the blatant misstatement of fact which claims that Ms. 

“Gonzalez-Parsons testimony included that a new (supplement) was executed.” That is either an 

intentional misstatement of fact, or reflects an inability to understand what was set forth in Ms. 

Gonzalez-Parsons’ response. There is an obvious typographical error in her response to question 

8.” 

 

OIG Comment: As reflected in question 8 in Attachment 1, the question does not pertain to 

supplements. As it must be a typographical error in the response, the above statement may be 

referring to question 9 in Attachment 1. The OIG could not have known there was a typographical 

error as the OIG does not make assumptions. The OIG followed up on the matter on March 16, 

2018, by way of email to Mr. Wilensky, requesting a copy of the new (supplemental) agreement 

referenced in question 9 (Exhibit 5). The matter could have been clarified in Attachment 2 dated 

March 21, 2018; however, the letter did not explain a typographical error, but instead explained 

that Ms. Gonzalez-Parsons may have a copy.  

 

Response: “As to the issue of purchasing, the Draft Report completely ignore the matters presented 

by Ms. Gonzalez-Parsons in response to direct questions from the investigator.” [sic] 

 

OIG Comment: As noted above, any responses submitted by Ms. Gonzalez-Parsons are included 

in the report. The information related to purchasing is under a section titled “Additional 

Information”. The information was discovered during the review and is not an allegation. All 

District employees are expected to adhere to School board policies and District procedures.  

 

Response: “As to a teacher/sponsor, the day to day interpretation of the District policies, 

standards and its manuals is set by the Principal and his designee/bookkeeper.” 

 

OIG Comment: The Principal does not set policies, standards, or manuals. The School Board 

approves policies. Procedures and standards are set by District staff.  

 

Based on the review of Mr. Wilensky’s response, the OIG determined that no additional 

investigative work is required and the OIG’s finding will remain unchanged.  
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DISTRIBUTION 

 

Palm Beach County School Board Members  

Dr. Donald Fennoy, Superintendent 

Audit Committee Members 

Office of Professional Standards  

OIG file 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


















































































